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Our ongoing facility challenges
Facilities have again been very much in the spotlight over recent
weeks. For many it is hard to imagine that seven years postearthquakes, we are still grappling with major facility issues.
To date 44 buildings that Canterbury DHB used prior to the
earthquakes have been vacated and either demolished or are
scheduled to be demolished.
All of these buildings had significant damage or were
unsafe to continue to occupy.
Over the past seven years this has involved many services
needing to be moved and often accommodated in cramped
or otherwise less than ideal locations. This has been
required just to keep services running.
Looking back, it is remarkable that in facilities like
Christchurch Hospital, 50 percent of clinical services have
had to move four times on average, just to enable urgent
repairs and work to occur. The months of concrete drills
going into sheer towers from 8am to 6pm, day in and
day out, are still fresh in many people’s minds and it is
testimony to how extraordinary our teams have been just
keeping services going without any compromise to the
outcomes and quality of care.
In the context of Christchurch Hospital, urgent repairs
were done immediately after the earthquakes to ensure
that service provision could continue. This included the
removal of heavy ceiling tiles, upgrading of columns and
staircases and slab repairs. It is worth noting that the spinal
unit at Burwood is shortly to be vacated to enable major
earthquake repairs to occur.
Extensive work has occurred over the past seven years
from Kaikōura to Ashburton and everywhere in between.
And yet we still have a long way to go.
Earthquake-related damage within Riverside (sheer towers,
critical structural weaknesses), the Clinical Services
Block and Parkside facilities (external panels) is still to be
addressed. Options for undertaking repair work in all of
these areas are complex, noisy and time consuming – and
even more disruptive than past repair work.
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To enable the major earthquake-related work to be
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building) have meant that options for earthquake-related
strengthening to occur have also been delayed.
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the repairs being undertaken will be highly disruptive and
will further reduce the footprint of inpatient wards. These
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clinical services.
Final decisions on which buildings will be repaired or
replaced is dependent on the completion of the Indicative
Business Case and the urgency with which work can occur
on buildings.
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Bouquets
General Surgery, Christchurch
Hospital

Just to say thank you for your kind
service to me… for my hernia
operation. The staff were very helpful.
You all need medals for what you do.
Vison/Hearing Technician Louise
Pickering

We as a team at Kidsfirst
Kindergartens Selwyn Street would
like to share with you the wonderful
work that Louise does when she
comes to visit with us. She is truly
an inspiration and is so welcoming
and caring with all our tamariki. The
children feel very safe and nurtured in
her presence and they all want to be
tested when she visits. We feel very
blessed with her professionalism and
the knowledge around hearing and
vision that she shares with us. We
believe she is one of the very best and
we are very appreciative that we have
her every term to visit with us.
Ward 27, Christchurch Hospital

Thanks for your great service and
care while I was in the Ward 27. Great
people, great team of staff, great
meals, just first class all round. Many
thanks and well done.
Dee, High Dependency Unit,
Christchurch Hospital

Our daughter was admitted to the
High Dependency Unit (HDU)… our
care was exceptional. We have had
quite a bit of time in hospital as our
daughter was delivered very early.
This was her third admission for

bronchiolitis and every time we have
been cared for so well. This time
however one particular nurse made
our experience particularly good.
Dee was our daughter’s nurse on
the 7pm-7am shift in the HDU. She
was caring, confident, professional,
informative and very knowledgeable. I
felt she went the extra mile to ensure
our comfort and asked often if I had
any concerns and what my thoughts
were on my daughter’s condition. It
was a busy evening but she was calm,
bubbly and worked magic on a very
miserable little girl and tired mother.
Ward B1, Burwood Hospital

I was a patient in B1 Ward during the
past three-plus weeks. I would like
to express my appreciation for the
wonderful care and attention I was
given during my stay. The service
and professionalism by all staff,
doctors, nurses, physios, occupational
therapist, incontinence nurse and food
services was outstanding. I am sure
the friendly and collegial culture that
I observed had much to do with the
quality of the service. Please pass on
my thanks and best wishes.

Emergency Department, Christchurch
Hospital

To the team at Christchurch Hospital,
I just wanted to pass along our
appreciation for the outstanding
treatment of … From the moment we
walked through the door we were
treated with kindness, compassion
and the utmost professionalism. …
really enjoyed his time at hospital,
which was absolutely due to the
amazing treatment he received from
everyone he interacted with. A special
mention must go to: Lucy, Carolyn
and Kelsey for just being exceptional,
although every single person we
interacted with was excellent. Thank
you.
Jess, Vascular Clinic, Christchurch
Hospital

My visit this morning was very helpful
and I particularly would like to pass
on my thanks to Jess for her care and
attention to all details relating to my
visit. I came away feeling extremely
relieved due to her kindness and
explaining any procedures that may
be forthcoming in time.

Medical Day Unit and Radiology,
Christchurch Hospital

I wanted to pass on my gratitude
for the extremely lovely staff, from
the orderlies to the doctors and
especially the nurses, who all provided
wonderful service. I was made to
feel comfortable, relaxed and at ease
during my brief stay. Thank you to all
involved with my care.
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Big Shout Out
Ward B1, Burwood Hospital

I am writing regarding my final placement, as a
student nurse at Burwood Hospital on Ward B1. I
wanted to acknowledge the wonderful B1 team and all
the support I got whilst placed there. The entire MultiDisciplinary Team went out of their way to ensure I got
the most out of my time there. The medical team was
very responsive to my questions and made me feel as
though I was part of the team. As for the nurses, they
were all outstanding. I can only imagine how hard it
must be to have a student whom you must trust to
care for patients who you are ultimately responsible
for. At the end of the placement I truly felt like I was
one of the team.
I finished my final placement with many more skills
developed and much more confidence in my nursing
abilities. I cannot wait to join the nursing workforce!
Park and Ride shuttle driver and Orderly, Christchurch
Hospital (from a registered nurse)

I was waiting in line in the rain in the Park and Ride
carpark for a shuttle to go to a hospital appointment
when the young girl behind me (age five) had a
seizure whilst waiting with her mum. We were able
to get her into the portacom till the seizure passed
(she has a history so her mother wasn’t too worried).
The shuttle arrived and I asked that the driver wait
for us (both her mum and I were happy she had
recovered enough to go in van) and requested that

seats be left in the front so I could sit next to them.
The shuttle driver “Moon" was extremely helpful and
checked we were okay, directed people to wait etc
and was very supportive. When we arrived at the
main entrance, he patiently waited while I went and
found a wheelchair and popped my head into the
orderlies lodge and asked for some help to push the
wheelchair up to the little girl’s appointment at Plastic
Outpatients (she was still fairly sleepy and too heavy
for her mother to carry up there). An extremely helpful
orderly (who I’ve worked alongside many times and
yet his name escapes me) promptly came… then
when the little girl threw up in the main entrance he
speedily went and got some towels and a container
and was just really attentive and efficient at handling
it all, before delivering us up to the 3rd floor where
I left the girl and her mum in the hands of the lovely
Plastics Outpatients team! I would like to profusely
thank both of these men – who do everyday roles
that are often taken for granted – both of them were
very helpful, professional and their support was really
appreciated… Please pass on my thanks to them…
Many thanks to the everyday people who are needed
and valued.
Liv, Ward 22, Christchurch Hospital

The CT team appreciate your amazing work
organising the imaging and caring for a paediatric
patient.

#carestartshere

If you have a story idea or want to provide feedback on CEO Update we would love to hear from you! Please email
us at communications@cdhb.health.nz. Please note the deadline for story submissions is midday Thursday.
If you’re a non-staff member and you want to subscribe to receive this newsletter every week please subscribe here.
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The Library
“Global cancer rates: How does NZ compare?” – findings published as part of the ongoing Global Burden of Disease study
showed that New Zealand has the worst rate of deaths from malignant skin melanoma and new cases of leukaemia. We
also have the second highest rate (542.8) behind Australia of new cancer cases per 100,000 people. From NZ Herald,
published online: 11 June 2018.
“Scientists claim breakthrough after terminal breast cancer cured” – a woman with advanced breast cancer has been
cancer free for two years after being treated through adoptive cell transfer, in what scientists have described as an
“extremely promising” world-first. From HealthCentral.nz, published online: 11 June 2018.
“When you live with a degenerative illness, no symptoms are mild” – as part of the series on “what your patient is thinking”,
this article covers how communicating with a patient should take into consideration that symptoms that seem minor from
a clinical perspective can still have a significant life impact. From BMJ, published online: 9 May 2018.
If you want to submit content to The Library email communications@cdhb.health.nz.
To learn more about the-real life library for Canterbury DHB:
›› Visit: www.otago.ac.nz/christchurch/library
›› Phone: +64 3 364 0500
›› Email: librarycml.uoc@otago.ac.nz
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Facilities Fast Facts
A lot of construction work, especially the roadworks around Christchurch Hospital, have been weather-affected over the
past weeks. Fingers crossed for some drier days ahead.

Acute Services building
Up on Level 3 of the building, the first sample doors separating the beds in the linear multi-bed wards are due to be installed
soon. Demolition work has begun on the old temporary clean dock, where the new link will be built between the Acute
Services building and Christchurch Women’s Hospital. The roof of the dock has been removed already. Site clearance and
demolition will take the next 3-4 weeks. Noise in the area will be monitored.

Christchurch Outpatients
Level 3 of the new Outpatients building is also nearing
completion. The final builders’ clean has been done and the
carpets are in. Levels 2 and 4 are being worked on. External
cladding, louvres and other façade elements are being
installed.

Outpatients at the end of the rainbow – a sign of drier days ahead?

Images on right: reception desks and waiting areas are taking shape
on Level 3 of Christchurch Outpatients.
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Bravery of nurse and doctor recognised
by Humane Society
Canterbury DHB Community Mental Health Nurse Grant
Wooding and Surgical Registrar Rory Clarke have been
presented with Royal Humane Society of New Zealand
awards for their courageous actions in separate incidents in
2016 and 2017.
Grant Wooding rushed to the scene of a of a serious road
crash at Peel Forest, Geraldine. There he discovered a
seriously injured and unconscious driver inside a burning
motor vehicle.
Despite the flames and obvious danger Grant rescued the
driver using his bare hands to suppress the flames around
the driver’s feet. Once the driver was extricated he then
gave advanced first aid.
A few minutes later, the vehicle was fully engulfed in
flames. Grant continued to carry out first aid on the victim,
who was in shock and had suffered extreme burns and
trauma.
The Humane Society says although Grant is trained as
a nurse and paramedic, the circumstances put him at a
high risk of injury or death. The driver of the vehicle would
almost certainly have died had he not responded in the
timely, brave way that he did.
Grant says he can't remember feeling a lot going through
his mind at the time. “I was really just in the moment. You
just do what you need to and later on you have some time
to reflect.”

Nurse Grant Wooding was presented with the Humane Society award
by Governor General Dame Patsy Reddy

He got "quite a shock" when he found out he was receiving
the award and feels humbled and honoured to receive it.
Rory, who until last Friday worked at Christchurch Hospital,
was one of three British doctors who were first on the
scene when a car containing two elderly people drove into
the estuary at Sumner last year.
Rory and Oliver Beaumont, who returned to Britain some
time ago, jumped into the water. Tara Kubba remained on
shore and called emergency services. The car was floating
in strong currents, taking on water, and moving quickly
towards the sea.
The male driver was able to be extracted and was assisted
to shore by Rory. Unfortunately the driver’s wife drowned in
the car, which rapidly filled with water.
Rory says he and Oliver are humbled and honoured to be
recognised for their actions in this way.
“At the time we didn't think of any other option but to try
and help the couple, and it was only afterwards that we
realised how dangerous the situation was."
Oliver would receive his award in the U.K.
The Humane Society says the driver survived due to
the actions of Rory and Oliver, who put themselves at
considerable personal risk to conduct a rescue in very
challenging and dangerous conditions.

Medical Registrar Rory Clarke accepting his Humane Society Award,
presented by Governor General Dame Patsy Reddy
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Winter well-being tips from Workplace
Support
Winter can be a tough time of the year but there are simple things you can do to stay positive and well. Keeping your mood
up can help you avoid everything from gaining weight to feeling lethargic.
Try some of these techniques from the Workplace Support team to ‘stay sunny’ all winter long.
Take notice and get some sunshine

Fire up the fun and learn something new

It’s really important to get sunlight, even when it’s chilly
outside. Sunlight assists in vitamin D production and
regulates serotonin levels. Serotonin is one of your four
happy hormones and vitamin D helps keep depression
at bay. Getting out of doors also gives us the opportunity
to take notice of the natural beauty that winter brings.
Being aware of what is taking place in the present directly
enhances your well-being, and savouring ‘the moment’ can
help to reaffirm your life priorities. Commit to getting out at
lunchtime and taking a brisk walk to get a blast of natural
sunlight. Not only will it get your blood flowing, it will lift
your mood.

Hibernation is for bears! Social interactions may take a bit
more effort in winter. Creating some winter socials like a
book club or a midwinter Christmas, wine tasting, dance
workout group or taking up a new hobby to strengthen
your social connections will keep filling your happiness
tank too.

Be active

Pay it forward and give a little

It’s tempting to hunker down under a warm blanket when
it’s cold outside. Keeping up your exercise will lift your
mood with the release of endorphins – our body’s natural
pain blockers – not to mention ensuring a good mood when
summer rolls round again and you’re in great shape.

Winter can be a lonely time for many people. This is a
wonderful time to pay it forward; check on your neighbours
and see if they need a hand with anything. Get that warm
feeling through some random acts of kindness. We all know
it is far more pleasurable to give than to receive. Also, be
intentional about doing the usual tried and trusted things
like eating well, having your flu vaccination and getting a
little extra sleep. Be deliberately good to yourself and those
around you this winter.

Get an accountability buddy

If you struggle to keep up with the exercise habit in
winter, it’s a great excuse to partner up and make a firm
commitment with a friend or a group to make sure it’s a
happening thing. When we train or exercise towards a goal,
we release dopamine – the pleasure hormone – never a
bad thing!

Hug yourself happy

Don’t shy away from physical contact – a good hug
releases oxytocin which boosts feelings of love and trust
which strengthens our relationships. Connection and great
relationships boost our overall happiness and well-being.
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SI PICS Champions get stuck into
training
It’s been a busy time for the SI PICS Champions, a group
dedicated to providing collegial support, as Canterbury
DHB prepares for the launch of the new South Island
Patient Information Care System (SI PICS) at Christchurch
Campus.
The group (which is now 115 members strong!) has been
taking part in re-cap training sessions.
The classes have been a great opportunity for members to
spend some additional time practising in the system and
understanding some of the important tasks they’ll manage,
including:

While Champion re-cap sessions have been exclusive,
there are plans to hold re-cap sessions for others who have
been through formal SI PICS training.
The sessions will be a chance for people to practise
or review their own specific processes, workflow and
functionality, while a SI PICS trainer is on-hand to support
them if needed. More information about these sessions will
be available soon.

›› Being a go-to resource for their teams when it comes to
SI PICS and Christchurch Campus’s business rules.
›› Helping to embed standardised ways of working in their
teams.
›› Providing front-line SI PICS support to their colleagues.
›› Working with their teams to identify new ways that SI
PICS could meet staff’s needs.
›› Supporting their teams to monitor and manage audit
reports.
The group also used the sessions to delve into some of
their most common tasks, including helping colleagues to
log into the system for the first time, and managing the new
printers that will be in operation.
Administration Manager for the combined Christchurch
Campus Kay Strang, who
helped to spearhead the
group, says she’s been
proud of the work they’re
doing.
“I’d like to acknowledge
and thank all the people
who have stepped up
to take on the role. By
working alongside the SI
PICS project team, the
change facilitators, COAST
(Christchurch Outpatients
and Ambulatory Services
Team) and of course their
own teams, the Champions
are helping to ensure a
smooth transition to the
new system.”

Champions tested out the new label printers

Members of the Champion Network attended training
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World Orthoptic Day
celebrated in pirate style
Canterbury Eye Service staff took the opportunity to celebrate World Orthoptic
Day last week by dressing up in costumes at one of their paediatric clinics, much
to the delight of young patients.
World Orthoptic Day is an opportunity to heighten the visibility of
the Orthoptic profession and promote the work of orthoptists locally,
nationally, and internationally. Orthoptists are specialised in the diagnosis
of eye movement disorders and vision problems.
Currently there is no degree programme in New Zealand for the
profession and there is a recognised shortage of orthoptists in this
country. Most orthoptists in New Zealand were trained in Australia or the
United Kingdom.
“The majority of the patients we see are children who have amblyopia,
commonly known as ‘lazy eye’,” says Canterbury DHB Orthoptist, Rebecca
Ellis
“The treatment of these patients often consists of wearing an eye patch
over their stronger eye in order to stimulate the visual development of the
weaker eye. That’s why we decided to choose to celebrate as pirates.”

From left, Orthoptists Lora Parsons and Rebecca Ellis
commanding their homemade pirate ship

The children enjoyed the
spectacle and even more so
their turn to participate in
the pirate treasure hunt.

From left, Orthoptist Lora Parsons, Optometrist Anthony Nevett, and Orthoptists Anjali Rigby and Rebecca
Ellis
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Official launch of Safe to talk He pai ki
te ko–rero
New Zealand’s new sexual harm helpline, Safe to talk He pai ki te kōrero is giving people the chance to seek free,
anonymous and confidential support from one central place, says Minister for Social Development Carmel Sepuloni.
The Minister officially launched Safe to talk He pai ki te kōrero on 1 June 2018. It provides nationwide 24/7 access to free,
confidential information and support to people affected by sexual harm in any way.
“Anyone, anywhere who is affected by sexual harm can use Safe to talk He pai ki te kōrero. It’s for survivors, concerned
whānau and people who have harmed others or who may be thinking about harming others," Carmel says.
So far more than 665 people have made contact with the helpline since it went live nationally in April this year.
“We recognise that it can be really hard for people affected by sexual harm to reach out for support. I’d like to emphasise
that anyone contacting the helpline can say as little or as much as they like – and they can remain anonymous if they want
to. “
Feedback from the first few weeks of national operation shows that the ability to remain anonymous or provide only a first
name is helping people to feel comfortable with accessing the service.
“The online chat function is proving a popular communication method, followed by calls, text messaging and then emails.”
Safe to talk He pai ki te kōrero is operated by government-funded social enterprise Homecare Medical and went live
nationally on 16 April 2018 after a successful initial test run in Canterbury.
Safe to talk is available 24 hours, seven days a week by:
›› Calling: 0800 044 334
›› Texting: 4334
›› Emailing: support@safetotalk.nz
›› Live webchat on www.safetotalk.nz that also has a range of great resources and information about sexual harm.
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Cake competition raises money for
Countdown Kids Hospital Appeal
A cake competition organised by the Child Health division
has raised over $600.
The competition was held on 1 June to raise money for the
Countdown Kids Hospital Appeal.
The wards/services that took part and winners for each
are:
›› Children's Acute Assessment Unit – Raewyn Millar
›› Ward 21 – Lauren Southorn

The prize was a coffee voucher.
The cakes were then judged on presentation and taste and
the overall winner was Nurse Raewyn Millar from the Child
Acute Assessment Unit. She won a Black & White Café
voucher.
All the areas sold slices of cake for $4 within their wards/
services. The surplus cake was sold in the foyer of
Christchurch Hospital for $2 a slice.
A total of $607.30 was raised for the appeal.

›› Ward 22 – Karen Badger
›› Child Haematology Oncology
Centre – Emma Densem
›› Day Ward – Gillian Wainwright
›› Neonatal Intesive Care Unit – Sarah
Masterton
›› Registrars – Leeyan Gilmour
›› Corporate Level 2 – Melissa
Kerdemelidis
›› Paediatricians/Admin – Anne
Morgan

Judges: From left, Allan Katzef, Kay Strang and Felicity Woodham

Winning cakes: From left, the winner, second place and third place
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One minute with… Nicola Scott,
Clinical Nurse Manager
What does your job involve?

I manage the three areas in Paediatric Outpatients, which
are all very different.
The Paediatric Day Ward performs sedation and infusions,
deals with food challenges, and does electrocardiograms
etc. Additionally, each day stay nurse has a portfolio where
they develop specialist knowledge around a service, such
as rheumatology, endocrinology etc. They are then utilised
by the outpatient/inpatient/primary care services and liaise
across these services to provide seamless care for their
caseload of patients.
The Outreach Service is the link for family/whānau
between the hospital, home and school and the 10
outreach nurses work with family/whānau who have a child
with complex needs to navigate across all the services that
they are involved in.
Finally, outpatient clinics see approximately 25,000 patients
per year and involve over 20 paediatricians plus visiting
specialists from Starship Child Health.
The most time-consuming and enjoyable part of my job
is service development and team development. One
of our current projects is the transition of young adult
patients from paediatrics to adult services. We are working
together to ensure that we provide an evidence-based
and supported transition for them. We have piloted a
programme and are now working with a wider multidisciplinary group to improve this service for the most
complex young adults.
Why did you choose to work in this field?

I have always worked in paediatrics – I love kids and family/
whānau nursing. No day is ever the same and the staff are
incredible. We can achieve more for the family/whānau as
we work across services and are not limited to length of stay.
What do you like about it?

I am able to think big picture for the service and provide the
communication and strategic planning to support whatever
project we take on. I love the challenges, every day is
different and we work with the family/whānau to find the
best solution for them. As a department we have adopted
Collaborative Care as our model of care and have developed
service guidelines to ensure we consider these principles.
What are the challenging bits?

Probably the same as a lot of other areas in health. Some

days it feels like I am just
putting out fires all day and
achieving nothing.
Who inspires you?

The family/whānau that
we see. Every time I think I
am having a bad day I just
look around at what they
are coping with and I tell
myself to suck it up and get
on with it!
What do Canterbury DHB’s values (Care and respect
for others, Integrity in all we do and Responsibility for
outcomes) mean to you in your role?

Part of care, respect, integrity and responsibility is working
with the child and their family/whānau to involve them in
their care and empower them to achieve the outcomes they
identify. We also need to apply these values to the other
services we work with and work collaboratively.
One of the best books I have read was…

Janet Evanovich’s number series. Pure mind candy and
great after a busy week. Grandma Mazur is my favourite
character.
If I could be anywhere in the world right now it would be…

Anywhere in Italy! Mi Piaci Molto Italia. It has ruined me for
any other country – nowhere else can measure up.
What do you do on a typical Sunday?

Usually ease into the day gently with a couple of cups of
coffee, then a big walk and end the day with live music,
wine and good friends.
One food I really like is…

Pizza Carto Caravan pizza. OMG it is delicious. The pizza
cart only operates October – May and closes for the winter.
They always park outside a park so that in summer you can
eat your pizza in the park with friends/neighbours etc.
My favourite music is…

Sweet Mix Kids. My son is in this duo so I am completely
biased but they are really good. You can download seven of
their songs on Spotify.
If you would like to take part in this column or would like to nominate
someone please contact Naomi.Gilling@cdhb.health.nz.
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Update on potential strike action by
NZNO nurses and midwives
The New Zealand Nurses Organisation (NZNO) Bargaining Team and National Committee are taking the DHB offer to
ratification meetings in all 20 DHB areas. The NZNO information about the offer can be viewed here.
The NZNO meeting schedule for Canterbury DHB can be viewed here: Canterbury NZNO members, ratification meetings
To ensure the ratification process is truly representative of the NZNO workforce, it’s important that as many NZNO
nurses, midwives and health care assistants as possible are able to attend the meetings and vote. Services should now be
planning how they will facilitate that.
NZNO has arranged a number of short ‘sweep up’ meetings for those members who cannot make a full meeting, and
remain open to assisting further if this schedule does not meet member/DHB needs
The NZNO ratification meetings will conclude on 15 June with the outcome formally announced by the 18 June.
Responding to requests for assistance in understanding what the offer would mean for each individual member, a Base
Salary Tool can now be downloaded from the NZNO website.
Should the offer be rejected, DHBs are likely to receive strike notices on or before the 21 June for a 24hr strike from 7am on
5 July. There is a further 24-hour strike planned for 12 July.

One week until Health and Disability
Services Standards audit
The Ministry of Health and Disability Services Standards
Certification audit will start on Monday 18 June. This is a
full audit with 17 Auditors on site. The timetable shows the
extent of the audit.
Tracer audits will see the auditors crossing many services
and topics, asking many questions, seeking evidence,
particularly evidence of evaluation of effectiveness of all
that we do.
While they follow the journey they assess all the standards.
All staff are invited to the feedback session: “Summation
meeting for staff” on Friday 22 June at 3:30 to 4pm in the
Rolleston Lecture Theatre, Christchurch Campus. Other
facilities will be able to join via video conference.
Background

Certification is required under the Health and Disability
Services (Safety) Act 2001. All inpatient healthcare
agencies are required to meet these standards.
Certification is granted by the Ministry of Health following
an extensive assessment against the New Zealand laws,
Codes, Standards and policies under which Healthcare
Facilities are regulated.

Certification involves a self-assessment against the
Standard by the organisation. Canterbury DHB provides
evidence on activities, processes and outcomes against
each standard, including how we monitor and evaluate
improvement. A desk audit and a comprehensive site
visit by a team of trained auditors who are subject matter
experts approved by the Ministry of Health are undertaken.
During the visit, 15 individual patient journey tracers and
two system tracers (Infection Prevention and Control and
medication), as well as meetings with key staff on the
support standards are planned.
This audit will check all core standards are met. These
include:
›› Consumer rights
›› Organisational Management
›› Continuum of Service Delivery
›› Safe and Appropriate Environment
›› Restraint Minimisation and Safe Practice
›› Infection Prevention and Control.
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Canterbury Grand Round
Friday, 15 June 2018 – 12.15pm to 1.15pm with lunch from
11.45am
Venue: Rolleston Lecture Theatre
Speakers: Health Research Society of Canterbury
Dr Nadia Mitchell, Postdoctoral Fellow, Department of
Radiology, University of Otago, Christchurch: “Let’s talk CT
Scanning: Diagnostic imaging of the brain and body”
Dr Aamir Raja, Research Fellow, Department of Radiology,
University of Otago, Christchurch: “Clinical utility of MARS
spectral CT”
Dr Tracy Melzer, Senior Research Fellow, Department of
Medicine, University of Otago, Christchurch: “Clinical MRI
research in Canterbury”

Medical imaging has become a vital part of many aspects
of clinical practice. A typical patient’s diagnostic work-up
is often incomplete without some sort of medical imaging.
The multiple techniques used to acquire these images
continue to advance, as do the analysis techniques used
to interpret the images. In addition, medical imaging is
continuously being applied to new, interesting questions,
with unique contributions from Canterbury-based
scientists. In this Health Research Society of Canterbury
(HRSC)-sponsored Grand Round, imaging experts

representing different techniques, applications, and
interests will highlight the exciting imaging work occurring
here in Canterbury, both from a research and clinical
perspective.
Chair: Margaret Currie

It is requested out of politeness to the speaker(s), that
people do not leave half way through the Grand Rounds
The first talk will be uploaded to the staff intranet within
approximately two weeks.
Video Conference set up in:
›› Burwood Meeting Room 2.3b
›› Wakanui Room, Ashburton
›› Administration Building, Hillmorton
›› The Princess Margaret Hospital, Riley Lounge
›› Pegasus, Room 1.02
All staff and students welcome
Next is – Friday, 22 June 2018
Rolleston Lecture Theatre
Convener: Dr R L Spearing (email: ruth.spearing@cdhb.
health.nz)

Prevocational Educational Supervisor
The Prevocational Educational Supervisor plays an
important and vital role supporting our junior doctors in the
first two years of their training. This a fantastic opportunity
to use your knowledge and experience to encourage,
mentor and guide interns through the challenges of
transitioning from a trainee intern to a qualified doctor.
We currently have two new Prevocational Educational
Supervisor (0.1FTE) positions available.
What you need to know:

›› Opportunities for teaching and development of new
initiatives
›› Participation in annual Orientation and Careers evening
›› MCNZ training for the Educational Supervisor role
To apply for this position:

›› You will have a strong interest in education, mentoring,
pastoral care, ability to inspire others and are easily
approachable

›› Supervision of ten interns (PGY 1 & 2) in accordance
with the Medical Council of New Zealand Accreditation
standards

›› A Basic Medical degree

›› Time commitment - four hours per week

›› Current annual practising certificate

›› Flexibility with time to work around current work schedule

For further information on this role please view the Person
Description or feel free to contact Tracey Sutherland,
Recruitment Specialist – Medical on email tracey.
sutherland@cdhb.health.nz

›› Attendance at monthly Educational Supervisor Meeting
›› Support and assistance from other Educational
Supervisors and Director of Medical Clinical Training

›› Vocational Registration in a Specialist Scope of Practice
with the Medical Council of New Zealand
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2018 Clinical Board Election result
From Acting Chair Clinical Board Geoff Shaw
Voting for the one Senior Medical Officer (SMO)/Senior Dental Officer (SDO) position on the Clinical Board from now until
30 June 2019 has confirmed the following outcome:
›› Consultant Urologist Giovanni Losco – 25 votes
›› Public Health Physician Alastair Humphrey – 24 votes
›› Specialist Mental Health Services Carin Conaghan – 22 votes
Canterbury DHB Corporate Solicitor Tim Lester oversaw the counting of the votes.
It is hereby declared that Mr Giovanni Losco was the highest polling nominee and will now be a member of the Clinical
Board for a term ending 30 June 2019.
Thanks to Doctors Humphrey and Conaghan for their nominations and for all SMOs/SDOs who voted.

Vaccine trial for pregnant women
The University of Otago, in collaboration with Christchurch Women’s Hospital, is currently recruiting pregnant women for a
clinical trial of a new RSV (respiratory syncytial virus) immunisation.
RSV is the virus that causes bronchiolitis in babies and infants, frequently leading to hospital admission. The vaccine or
placebo is given to women during the third trimester of pregnancy to protect their babies from severe RSV infection.
This trial is an international study that will determine the efficacy of the vaccine for protecting babies against RSV.
Christchurch is one of four New Zealand sites taking part in this global trial, now coming into its third year of recruitment.
Over 3000 women worldwide have received either vaccine or placebo to date, 150 of whom were recruited in New
Zealand.
The study is looking to recruit interested, eligible pregnant women, from now until the beginning of July. Potential
participants will need to be:
›› Due to give birth between 3 April to 1 August 2018
›› Aged between 18-40 years old
›› In good general physical health
›› Singleton pregnancies.
The study is keen to discuss the trial in more detail if you are interested in participating, or know someone who is, and
answer all your questions.
Please contact Di Leishman, Research Midwife, to arrange a meeting:
email: di.leishman@otago.ac.nz or phone: 3644 631
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our health system

Quality Improvement &
Innovation Awards 2018
The Awards recognise, reward and publicly acknowledge
the excellent quality improvements and innovations taking
place within the Canterbury Health System.
This year we are inviting poster submissions as
the format to demonstrate your improvement project.
Key Dates:
» Entrants′ Learning Session
“How to submit a poster”
Please register for a session at
Quality@cdhb.health.nz

Tuesday 3 July 1:30-3:00
and repeated on
Monday 9 July 10:30-12:00

» Expression of Interest form due

Monday 6 August

» Poster Submission due

Friday 12 October

The awards are open to all DHB staff and providers whose services are funded by the DHB.
For more information, including the Entrant’s Guide, visit the Awards page on cdhbintranet/
corporate/Quality/SitePages/Quality-Awards.aspx

Let’s celebrate your quality improvement and innovation work at the Awards
Ceremony in November (date to be announced)!
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CHCH Hospital
Annex – Off Great Escape Cafe

Tuesday
12 June
10am – 3pm
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Community Education Seminar

June 19th, 2018
Navigating your way through
Dementia Support Services
After the various assessments, and then a diagnosis, it can be confusing as
to who you go to for what, and when! Increase your understanding about
what some of the funded dementia supports are, and how to access them.
Find out about the different Levels of Care, and the process for organising
Respite and/or permanent Residential Care in a Rest Home or Private
Hospital.
There will also be time for questions.
Find out the answers to your questions from Eva Piskolti & Chris McCallum,
two experienced Social Workers from the Older Persons Mental Health
Service of the Canterbury District Health Board.

As space is limited, please ensure you register.
Date:

Tuesday 19th June 2018

Time:

10.30am – 12.00 noon

Venue:

Seminar Room at our new location, Unit 3, 49 Sir
William Pickering Drive, Burnside, Christchurch

Address: 3/49 Sir William Pickering Drive, Burnside, Christchurch Postal Address: PO Box 20567, Christchurch 8543
Ph: 03 379 2590 or 0800 444 776 Email: admin@dementiacanterbury.org.nz Website: www.dementiacanterbury.org.nz
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